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BUILDING A NEW CLUB...

Introducing football’s newest club, FC Brickstand – and you can have a 

say in what happens next! Here’s the story of “The Builders” so far

Fans voted for their favourite candidate out 
of Felix Schmidt, Helena Martin and Gary Still. 
Felix won with 45% of the vote, meaning he will 
be in charge for Brickstand’s first ever season! 

Schmidt said: “I’m absolutely delighted 
to get the job and would like to thank all the 
supporters who voted for me. It’s a unique 
opportunity building this club up from scratch 
and I can’t wait to get started.” 

Second-place Helena Martin will be 
assistant manager.

FELIX SCHMIDT 
APPOINTED AS MANAGER

Great news for the club, as they join the fifth tier 

of brick football, just outside the Buildersliga 

Divisions 1-4. Here’s how the league table looks 

before the season begins
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IN DIORAMA CONFERENCE 18/19
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BUILDING A NEW CLUB...

Turn the page to find out what happens...

Located just outside the city of Brickston, the 
building work has begun on FC Brickstand’s 
first ever home. After a vote by fans, it’s 
decided to call the stadium Brick Lane!

There was loads of activity 
at Brick Lane on transfer 
deadline day, with manager 
Schmidt filling up his squad. 
Cultured left-back Brixente 
Lizarazu was brought in 
alongside playmaker Rui da 
Silva, who will wear the No 
10 shirt. James Thorpe (2), 
Andrew Leo (5) and Matt 
McLoughlin (6) 
also signed. 

STADIUM CONSTRUCTION 
BEGINS

TRANSFER 
DEADLINE DAY

Crowds flock to a half-finished Brick Lane to see 
what FC Brickstand can do on the pitch. Their 
famous opponents make their first game a tough 
one though and take the victory, thanks to Jean-
Pierre Tapin’s 75th-minute goal. 

McLoughlin (6) 
also signed. also signed. 

FRIENDLY: FC BRICKSTAND 0-1 
OLYMBRICK DE MARSEILLEFRIENDLY: FC BRICKSTAND 0-1 
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